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Abstract: Sirenomelia is very rare congenital deformity syndrome, its alternatively known as “mermaid syndrome” and “Caudal regression syndrome” (CRS). In this syndrome the legs fused together and it’s appear like a tail such as mermaid. The babies born with mermaid syndrome are born die or shortly die after birth. In mermaid syndrome combined lumbosacral with anorectal and urogenital malformations are seen mostly. The molecular mechanism of mermaid syndrome is not yet clear, but some animal model helps to understand it’s mechanism. There is a animal model mice with lacking of enzyme cyp26a1 (retinoic acid-metabolizing enzyme) which degrades the retinoic acid (RA) and mice that that developed within abated bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) are seen with sirenomelia. So this mutant animal model suggest that in human sirenomelia occur due to the over concentration of retinoic acid and shortage of bone morphogenetic protein in caudal body. So this review gathers the mechanism, diagnosis and treatment information on sirenomelia with the necessary side information to understand and predetermine that how deviations and irregularity from normal development of the caudal part of embryo may lead to this multisystemic malformation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mermaid syndrome was firstly described by Rocheus in 1542 and palfyn in 1553. With a numbers of genitourinary and anorectal defects this anomaly is associated. Maternal having Diabetes mellitus has a strongly associate with relative risk 1:200-250 and 22%. A possible etiological factors has been proposed are intake of haloperidol, and exposure of some teratogen such as cadmium, lead, vitamin A, nutritional deficit, vascular hypoperfusion.[1]

In some cases of caudal dysgenesis syndrome merging of lower limbs led to the use of term mermaid syndrome, this is the concept based on the Greek and Roman mythological monsters. Depend on affected organ this complex affliction presents itself in variable forms such as symphdia is least grave and most variable on other hand the visceral malformations are consistent and contribute to mortality. The occurrence is 1 in 60,000 births, and the frequency is high in twinning and its 100-150 times more
Retinoids are the chemicals which structurally and functionally similar to the retinol or vitamin A, here retinoic [RA] is a key determinant of the vertebrate embryo patterning and organogenesis. For embryo development and adult body homeostasis its essential biomolecule. Retinoids involve in cellular growth, apoptosis, immune response and epithelial growth by the interaction with the nuclear receptors, retinoic acid receptor (RAR) and retinoic X receptors (RXR). Retinoids are highly oil-soluble and its able to diffuse across cell membrane. Throughout early embryo development, a major active form of retinoids, all-trans retinoic acid (atRA), which regulates the formation of germ layer, body axis formation, neurogenesis, cardiogenesis, development of pancreas, lung and eye. For the visual function it also a critical element. For the decades extensively study going on the metabolism, regulation and functions of vitamin A because of its wide spectrum function of retinoic acid.[4]

So the this study presents the possible pathogenetic mechanism, common symptoms, diagnostic methods and treatments. Here we summarize current understanding on retinoic acid functions throughout early embryo development and its correlation or direct/indirect connection with mermaid syndrome.

1. Pathogenetic mechanism and direct/indirect connection of Retinoic acid with Mermaid Syndrome [4]

1.1 Conversion of all-trans retinal to (atRAL) to all-trans retinoic acid (atRA)

All trans retinal is transported by cellular retinal binding protein (CRBP) in the cell, and is then oxidized to all-trans retinoic acid (atRA). By various retinaldehyde dehydrogenases (RALDH) the oxidation of atRAL to atRA was mediated. There are 3 RALDHs have identified in mouse, human and xenopus within different physiological functions. Metabolism of all-trans retinoic acid nearly related to retinoid binding protein termed retinoic acid binding proteins (CRABPs), this bind to retinoic acid and prevent it from non-specific degradation, they participate in mediating retinoic acid signaling by transporting retinoic acid to the nucleus to interact with retinoic acid receptors. There are 2 CRABPs identified in which CRABPs-II allows all-trans retinoic acid (atRA) to bind to and activate retinoic acid receptors (RAR), it’s a transcription factor responsible for the retinoic acid signaling. As CRABP-II is negatively regulated by all-trans retinoic acid the retinoic acid signaling is tightly regulated by negative feedback mechanism. Changing in retinoic acid signaling suppresses the production of CRABPs which responsible for down regulation of activation or retinoic acid receptors and the retinoic acid signaling. On the hand CRABP-I regulates the rate of retinoic acid metabolism by presenting retinoic acid to it degrading enzyme CYP26A1. [4][5]

1.2 Degradation of all-trans Retinoic acid (atRA)

CYP26 enzymes responsible for degradation of all-trans retinoic acid. This enzyme belongs to cytochrome P450 family. There are numbers of CYP26 family including CYP26A1, B1, C1 and D1 have been characterized and all of them possess the ability to degrade all-trans retinoic acid to the less bioactive retinoid. CYP26A1 promotes the hydroxylation of atRA into 4-hydroxy retinoic acid, 4-oxo retinoic acid and 18-hydroxy retinoic acid. Retenaldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (RALDH2) and CYP26A1 both are regulated by all-trans retinoic acid itself, metabolism of all-trans retinoic acid forms auto-regulatory loop that balance all-trans retinoic acid levels in embryos. [4]

1.3 Retinoic acid receptors

By CRABP-II alltrans-retinoic acid is carried into the nucleus and interacts with retinoic acid receptors (RARs) which itself transcription factors. Retinoic acid receptors belongs to retinoid receptor family which also include other group called retinoid X receptors (RXRs). RARs readily recognize the atRA and 9-cis retinoic acid on other hand RXRs only recognize 9-cis-retinoic acid. RAR and RXR together form heterodimer, which start the gene transcription by binding to the retinoic acid response element (RARE) in promoter region of the target gene. The retinoic acid receptor family consists of RAR α/β/γ three members
three members which bind to all-trans retinoic acid (atRA). Double knockout of of 2 RAR γ sub type causes growth deficiency, cartilage dysmorphogenesis and vertebrate malformation. Similarly there are 3 type of or subtype of RXRs RXRα/β/γ.[4]

1.4 Different expression and gene regulation of retinoic acid metabolic enzymes

During early embryo development retinoic acid enzymes show distinct differential expression pattern, their expression regulated by the retinoic acid signaling. For retinoic acid biosynthesis retinoic acid signaling itself regulates expression of enzymes. In early embryonic development retinoic acid act as a morphogen. CYP26 enzyme expression can be induced by atRA treatment, when embryos treated with atRA there was a down-regulation seen of RALDH-II, and RDH10. Thus for atRA production RA signaling down-regulates the expression of the enzymes, on other hand up-regulation of enzyme can reduce all-trans retinoic acid levels in embryo. [4]

1.5 Signaling of Retinoic acid throughout early embryonic development

The retinoic acid signaling pathway take part in various developmental processes. Throughout the early embryonic development, retinoids act as key determinant morphogen across different species from invertebrate to metazoan including human. It take part in regulating various biological processes such as apoptosis and differentiation and cell fate specification. On other hand it take part in various embryonic developmental events such as axis formation, neural differentiation, hindbrain patterning, development of pancreas, heart, kidney, lung etc. so in any elevation of retinoic acid signaling this all developmental process can be affect. [4]

From above mentioned all developmental event in which retinoic acid take part the most important for our review article is importance of retinoic acid in axis formation. Abnormal development or elevation in retinoic acid or its pathway can causes a serious problems such as caudal regression syndrome which is also known as sirenomelia or mermaid syndrome.[4][5]

1.5.1 Importance of retinoic acid in axis formation

The retinoic acid participates in the formation of embryonic axis. It seen that it interact with nodal signaling to regulate dorsoventral axis formation. There was a animal model mice, with lacking of all three CYP26 genes shows secondary body axes due to expansion of the nodal expression domain. In dorsoventral axis formation CYP26 is most important for restricting the expression of posterior genes during the anteroposterior patterning. There are are two enzyme namely RALDhs and CYP26s take part in the anteroposterior patterning of the central nervous system by maintaining gradient of all-trans retinoic acid along the axis. Application of all-trans retinoic acid to mouse embryos throughout day 7 gestation caused head deformations such as exencephaly, microcephaly and anencephaly, where open exposure of embryo to all-trans retinoic acid throughout 8 day of gestation led to severe caudal regression syndrome.[4][5]

2. Data collected from the case reports

2.1 Cases and common characteristics with neonate present with MERMAID syndrome

There was a mother who has a history of tobacco injection during antenatal period. So the child birth by this maternal didn’t survive this lethal abnormality and died after 4 and half week.so here are some characteristics seen with this neonate such as no feet are prest and the limbs are totally fused into a single limb 1 femur and 1 tibia is present.2 femur,2tibia,2fibula are present.The fusion of the limbs extends only till the ankle[1] .There was a patient who delivered a preterm baby with weight 1.1 kg with multiple congenital anomalies. This fetus died within 45 minutes. These are some characteristics seen with this neonate the bilateral hypoplastic thumb, birth defect of the lower body characterized by the apparent fusion of the legs into a single lower limb the most serve from only a single bone is present with no indication of leg or feet with absent external genitalia and umbilical cord with single umbilical artery. There are some defects that interact with the formation of notochord which results into abnormal development of caudal structure. This are some commonly seen factors or set of factors which associate with mermaid syndrome such as maternal present with diabetes mellitus, malternal injection or history of injection tobacco . Elevation level of retinoic acid and lack of cyp26a1 enzyme and exposure of heavy metal[6]. During gastrulation period normal level of Retinoic acid is changes which can be sensitive for embryo, so if there is any disturbance or reduce cyp26a1 enzyme expression lead to increase levels of retinoic acid which causes growth defects in tail area(caudal area) which result into sirenomelia or mermaid syndrome. So these are the characteristics present in individual new born baby with mermaid syndrome absence of fibular bone in the legs ,The fetal urinaray bladder was minimally filled and located slightly to the left and kidney was not visualized only a single umbilical artery was present and severe oligohydramnios was seen . sirenomelia is strongly associated
with Potter’s syndrome and a diabetes mother [7]. There was a patient who has a history of using tobacco before and during pregnancy. The baby died in 30 minutes. Post partum investigation revealed the presence of diabetes mellitus [8].

2.2 Some diagnostic data from case reports

In this type of syndrome mostly diagnosis was performed after birth by using high resolution or colour Doppler sonography in antenatal period sirenomelia can be diagnosed as early as 13 weeks [9]. Fused lower extremities that moved at unison showed by ultrasound scan [10]. If neonate present with severe abnormalities leads to intrauterine death or immediately after birth. Therefore its necessary to early diagnosis and therapeutic plan or maternal is necessary. Diagnosis may often be delayed until the end of the second and third trimester because it is difficult to detect abnormalities by ultrasound [11] For the diagnosis of sirenomelia ultrasound is an optimal method. Key determinate tecnology which can be also useful to diagnose sirenomelia are 3d sonography and magnetic resonance (MRI). To confirm the diagnosis after postnatal x-ray and autopsy are also recommended. Diagnosis sirenomelia was between 16 and 32 weeks gestation and delivery was from 27 to 38 gestational weeks [12, 15].

III CONCLUSION

Sirenomelia or mermaid syndrome is very rare syndrome. By review this article and by read all individual cases we conclude that the maternal present with diabetes mellitus, use tobacco or history of use tobacco, over retinoic acid levels, or other external environmental factors directly or indirectly affects the development of the fetus. Retinoic acid is key determinant or key term in mermaid syndrome, due to its multi-functionality its elevation or lacking of enzyme CYP26A1 can be a potential reason of mermaid syndrome. So pre or early diagnosis or care by mother by nutritional/diet wise or environmental wise this syndrome can either be identified and treated or identified bu untreated.
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Figure: 1 Neonate present with MERMAID syndrome [1]
Figure 2: Neonate present with MERMAID syndrome [6]